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T
he terrace landscape project 
named ‘Rooftop Anecdotes’ is 
located in ‘The Woods’, a low 
rise housing society in Pune, 
India. The client wanted to 

give a new lease of life to his underused 
rooftop so he sought the help of Mind 
Manifestations architects to develop the 
100 sq. m rooftop space into a leisurely 
getaway within the comforts of his home 
premises.
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PLAY OF 
CONTRASTS

The design solution juxtaposed with the 
existing elongated roof structure of the 
house. It focused on rendering a flow to 
the elongated roof, giving curved walls 
that graduated up and down giving an 
interesting form that also serves to divide 
the semi private and open spaces. The 
rooftop is thus divided into four zones 
with distinctive functionality, making use 
of the layout of the house. The four zones 
are:  a low level hobby lawn, open air sit 

Undulating walls and contrasting colours sets the rooftop apart



Ethnic elements gives depth to the composition

View towards the Hobby area
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out, organic vegetable garden, and a cosy 
semi private corner. The four zones are 
articulated using marble chips, ethnic tiles 
and green lawn. 

The hobby lawn is at a lower level and is 
an open air area overlooking the canopy of 
a large tree. It is a personalised space that 
is meant to revive hobbies. Natural, rustic 
finishes are used here that blends into 
the landscape below giving a space that 
inspires creativity.

The rooftop vegetable garden is provided 
with ample irrigation and drainage 
facilities for organic farming. The 



The bright blue pergola sets the sit out area apart in heirarchy to the other areas

The plants help in giving privacy to certain areas from the surrounding rooftops
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vegetation was used to integrate the space 
seamlessly into the surrounding landscape 
to create a sense of oneness. 

The sit out area has built in concrete 
seats, wooden benches and moveable two 
seaters. The contrasting furniture choices 
coupled with the bold colours give an 
eclectic appeal to the space. This semi 
covered area roofed by bright blue pergolas 
also links the private seating corner and 
hobby lawn creating a backdrop for family 
gatherings. 
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Plan
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The tiles and the colours give an ethnic ambience to the design

Elevation A

Elevation B
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MIND MANIFESTATION DESIGN LLP 

Mind Manifestation Design LLP is 
architecture and interior design firm 
based in Pune, Maharashtra, India and 
established in 2013 by young Architects 
Ar. Anand Deshmukh and Ar. Chetan 
Lahoti. The team found the practice 
with an aspiration to produce designs 
that are on par with global standards 
but with an Indian twist. Their design 
principles are rooted in site responsive 
design enriched with the use of historic 
references in a contemporary fashion. 
They confidently take on budget projects 
which require smart design skills and 
meticulous market research to produce 
a quality design.



Different finishes articulate the different spaces

View towards sitting area
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Eclectic furniture choices complete the theme

Private sitting area
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colour is used intermittently as well. The 
contrasting colours are composed with 
careful harmony. They blend with the sky 
at its various hues.

The insightful design choices of the 
architects succeeded in creating a play of 
contrasts in colours, forms, materials and 
even organic and inorganic. The resultant 
design is one that finds harmony in this 
play of contrasts to create a unique, lively 
skyline that stays apart from the mundane 
neglected rooftops. dd

The private seating corner is a shaded 
area that has been specifically designed 
to maintain the client’s privacy without 
giving much of a view to immediate 
residences. 

The predominant colours the designers 
have chosen are mast red and blue. Mast 
red is a colour that combines yellow 
and red. This was a deliberate choice 
to combine the warmth of red and 
cheerfulness of yellow to produce a colour 
that evokes both these moods. Blue, a calm 


